Technological evolution has been compared to biological evolution by many authors over the last two centuries. As a parallel experiment of innovation involving economic, historical and social components, artifacts define a universe of evolving properties that displays episodes of diversification and extinction. Here we critically review previous work comparing the two types of evolution. Like biological evolution, technological evolution is driven by descent with variation and selection, and includes tinkering, convergence and contingency. At the same time there are essential di↵erences that make the two types of evolution quite distinct. Major distinctions are illustrated by current specific examples, including the evolution of cornets and the historical dynamics of information technologies. Due to their fast and rich development, the later provide a unique opportunity to study technological evolution at all scales with unprecedented resolution. Despite the presence of patterns suggesting convergent trends between man-made systems end biological ones, they provide examples of planned design that have no equivalent with natural evolution.
I. INTRODUCTION
We can look at the history of technology as a humandriven, parallel experiment of evolution [1] [2] [3] [4] . So far artifacts are not capable of self-reproduction, but the population-level dynamics of long-term technological innovation nonetheless resemble biological evolution in many ways. The design of new technologies is strongly influenced by existing technologies, and technological change can be viewed as a process of descent with variation and selection [5] [6] [7] . Both chance and the appropriate context are required for innovations to occur. Lineages of design often show rapid change and diversification as well as exaptation. The later is illustrated by Gutenberg's printing press, when an existing technology (the screw press) that was co-opted to serve a completely novel purpose. Extinction and replacement are also common. As soon as a genuinely novel invention appears, it is typically followed by an enormous diversification, followed by the extinction (and turnover) of most competing inventions. Moreover, technological change also displays convergence: similar discoveries are made simultaneously by di↵erent inventors [4, 9] such as the more than 20 di↵erent patents involving light bulb inventions prior to Edison's success [10] . The view that technological evolution follows similar rules to biological evolution has captured the interest of scientists, historians and engineers alike.
Despite the commonalities, technological evolution de-⇤ corresponding author parts from biological evolution in fundamental ways. For technological change long-term goals and expectations play a leading role in which the designers seek optimality, typically under explicit criteria such as e ciency, cost and speed. Moreover, as pointed by François Jacob [11] [12] [13] [14] , in contrast to artifacts, living structures are largely the result of tinkering, i.e. a widespread reuse and combination of available elements to build new structures. Technology is highly dependent on the combination of preexisting [2, 4] inventions, but unlike biology, the introduction of new simple elements can completely reset the path of future technologies. In contrast, in biology, once established, solutions to problems are seldom replaced. Both biological and technological innovations involve cost constraints. Thermodynamic e ciency can also help understanding the origin of some structures. Allometric scaling laws provide a good illustration of how a theory of biological distribution networks (including both vascular and respiratory ones) based on e cient energy dissipation on fractal trees [15] . E ciency has also been driving technological improvements and marks the development of the steam engine and the bicycle [16] . The evolution of the latter can be traced as a succession of improvement steps towards increasing performance and lower metabolic cost. However, the coupling between energy costs and improvements is not a precondition for technological change to occur. On one hand, many examples illustrate a common pattern of development of a given invention: in early stages, inventions are often overly expensive and not perceived as economically relevant. The barrier to di↵usion can only be overcome through the vision of individuals pursuing their views and goals [4] .
Is it possible to formulate a theory of technological evolution? How much can we take advantage from our theoretical understanding of biological evolution? Recent advances within network theory and a unique availability of the fossil record of human inventions might help in reaching that goal. Such theory needs to consider the existence of universal trends, the economic context [2, 6, [17] [18] and history. We believe that a major e↵ort in this direction would settle the debate on similarities versus di↵erences.
II. LOCK-IN AND CONTINGENCY
A fingerprint of biological evolution is the existence of frozen accidents in the spread and stabilization of a given trait. Similarly, economic constraints can enhance technological lock-in [2, 6] . The QWERTY keyboard is an archetypal example, where a suboptimal configuration of keys was adopted due to a conflict with typing speed. Even if rational evaluation of a technology and its alternatives reveals that the dominant technological solution is suboptimal, issues of compatibility often make it impossible for better solutions to enter [2, 3, 7, 19] . Videocassette recorders, aircrafts or clocks all provide examples where choices were strongly a↵ected by history. This can be explained theoretically by considering the positive feedback associated to the imitation dynamics characteristic of technological adoption of novelties [21] . A simple model illustrates the path-dependent nature of choices made in a system where preferential decisions are based of majorities.
Let us consider a population where users of a given technology can choose between two possibilities A and B. Imagine that we represent individuals choosing A and B as black and white squares on a lattice. At the beginning, both alternatives are equally chosen and we place A (black) and B (white) agents at random over the lattice. Assuming that agents follow the majority rule, a given agent will change its current state, say A ! B, if the majority of its neighbors is adopting the B state. For convenience, we have projected our simulations on a sphere. As a consequence of the contagion process, domains of agents adopting the same choice emerge and expand in time. If we start from a random lattice with A and B agents, small fluctuations are amplified towards either all-A or all-B equilibria (bottom spheres).
The lattice model can be easily formalized in mathematical terms. If a and b indicate the relative fraction of individuals choosing each strategy. Encounters among individuals can be described in a mean field approximation by using a simple mathematical model. Let a and b define the populations of agents adopting A and B, respectively. Agents using A (B) will adopt technology B (A) provided that they perceive that some minimal number of individuals are using the alternative. The dif-a 0 1 0.5
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Choosing between two given, initially equivalent choices can be represented by means of a two-well function. The top of this curve defines an unstable state. A marble located on this top will rapidly roll down towards on of the two possible valleys. Such choice is highly dependent on the small fluctuations happening at the beginning of the process. As a consequence, choices are highly path dependent: the original symmetry is broken. ferential equation for a reads:
The right-hand side of the equation described two terms. The first corresponds to an infection process: with an efficiency µ and provided that the number of agents adopting B is below some threshold ⌘. This can be interpreted as follows: there is a minimal number ⌘ of agents using B that define a critical mass able to promote the shift A ! B Similarly, an equation for b is obtained as follows: db/dt = µb(⌘ a) b (a, b). If a constant population constraint (a + b = 1) is assumed, it is easy to show that (a, b) = µ (⌘(a + b) 2ab). The model becomes one-dimensional and we can write an equation for the time evolution of a:
The term a(1 a) is just a logistic function (with saturation when a = 1). Equation (4) actually corresponds to the population dynamics of one locus and two identical alleles due to selection alone [20] . The last term in the right-hand side captures the majority rule. If a < 1/2, the A choice is in a minority situation and a decrease in A use will occur. Instead, when a majority has adopted A (namely a > 1/2) growth will occur. The previous equation has three equilibrium points, obtained from da/dt = 0. These are a ⇤ 0 = 0, a ⇤ 1 = 1 and a ⇤ 2 = 1/2. Their stability is obtained by the sign of
The first two correspond to winner-takes-all stable points, where A has failed to be adopted (a ⇤ 0 ) and has invaded the whole population. These are stable points, while the third one, associated to the coexistence between both technologies, is unstable.
A useful analog of the path-dependent nature of this model is obtained by computing the associated potential V µ (a) for the previous model [21] . The potential is linked to the dynamical equation through
where the integral within the parenthesis is the potential function. As defined, it will exhibit a maximum (minimum) when a ⇤ is unstable (stable). For our example, this gives:
The curve V µ (a) is displayed in figure 1 . The two wells separated by a maximum are the accessible states and the symmetric, unstable one (since 0  a  1, the values outside this domain are meaningless). The spheres shown as insets are lattice simulations at di↵erent time steps (the spherical projection is used for convenience). Here black and white represent A and B states. As we can see, the control parameter µ only a↵ects the depth of the alternative valleys but not their location. However, smaller µ values will be more likely to be a↵ected by stochastic fluctuations and thus the symmetry breaking process might be more di cult (or even impossible) to occur.
III. THE GENOTYPE-PHENOTYPE MAPPING: TECHNOLOGY MEETS (SOMETIMES) BIOLOGY
The presence of sub-optimal choices, as illustrated in the previous section, reminds us that nonlinear dynamics can dominate over rational decisions. This e↵ectively limits the ideal picture of man-made artifacts as optimal, purposeful designs. However, in some well known cases, optimal solutions are achieved and maintained. This is illustrated by the evolution of the fork [22] . A sequence of steps knife ! two-tines ! three-tines ! four tines fork took place slowly and the final design has not changed since it was adopted in the seventeenth century. Four tines provide a good compromise between an object that performs its functions properly: It provides a broad surface, it fits in the mouth and can hold both large and small pieces of food. A fitness function (N ) could be measured using a population of users playing with di↵erent designs. Here N t is the number of tines and we would like to know how N t relates to (N t ). We can imagine a simple experiment where di↵erent people use (repeatedly) di↵erent forks to di↵erent conditions and provide some score for each design. The average over di↵erent users provides an estimate for the N t ! (N t ) mapping. In this simple example, a single-peak would be present at N t = 4. If we add the cost of fabrication to the fitness (so that performance is computed over the number of tines) the peak would be sharper.
Cost constraints can strongly limit the potential solutions associated to a given problem. As a consequence, optimal designs sometimes lead to remarkable matching between biological and man-made solutions. As an example, the same laws associated to wiring very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits under strong packing constraints [23] are followed by brains [24] . Convergence in design principles has also been reported from the study of brain circuits in the visual cortex, which obey the same basic architecture of parallel computer vision [25] . The close relationship between integrated circuits and neural systems is provided by the so called Rent's rule, which defines a power law in networks that exhibit hierarchical modularity. Assuming that we partition the system into sub-systems of size N , the rule establishes that the number of connections C linking the subset with the rest of the system scales as
where hki and p are characteristic parameters. Here hki gives the average number of links per node, whereas 0  ↵  1 is the so called Rent's exponent. The later is typically limited to the interval ↵ 2 [0.45, 0.75]. Given the importance of the following result, it is worth to show how is this scaling law derived. Imagine a given system (a network) involving N 0 elements (gates in a circuit, neurons or groups of neurons in a brain) and consider a given sub-system of size 1  N  N 0 . These components are connected forming a network. We indicate by hki the average number of links per node and we take a subset k (N ) of elements within a given area, including N components. This subset will be connected to the rest of the system k by means of a number of links crossing its boundaries. Let us also indicate as C(N ) the number of links connecting k with the rest of the system. If we add additional elements to k , expanding it in size, new links should be expected to connect the larger subset with the rest of the network. Indicating by C and N the increase in connectivity and size associated to the expansion, we can expect a relationship:
The parameter p 2 (0, 1) indicates a potential dependency between size and the degree of optimization in-volved in the circuit design. VLSI designers use a number of strategies to reduce C and in particular a modular, hierarchical system is specially For a random network where any element can connect to any other one with the same probability, we would observe p = 1. The last equation can be solved by using a continuous approximation in terms of a di↵erential equation, which gives:
assuming that p(N ) = p, we obtain the standard formulation of Rent's rule. In most known systems, this constant assumption seems the correct one. In both circuits and neural systems, which experience cost constraints, a hierarchy of nested modules has been shown to exist, displaying some seemingly universal regularities, such as Rent's rule. This rule establishes that the amount of connections C between elements in a sub-system of size N (here three scales are shown) with the rest of the system scales as C = hkiN p .
The fact that the exponent is homogeneous tells us that, despite the scale change associated to increasing N , the relative fraction of links crossing boundaries scales with system's size in a constant way. This is characteristic of fractal objects (where the basic pattern is repeated at di↵erent scales) and thus an indication of the presence of hierarchical order. When this method was applied to neural networks, a striking convergence was found. Both the neural web of the nematode C. elegans and human cortical maps shared a Rent's exponent p close to what is the expected value for an optimally e cient hierarchical system. Such convergence, that shares many properties in common with VLSI circuits, illustrates the role played by cost constrains in promoting convergent designs.
A single peak defines the simplest landscape for optimization. But the presence of lock-in reminds us that fitness landscapes are, in general, much more complicated.
The ruggedness of the landscape is connected to the nature of the genotype-phenotype mapping [26] [27] [28] [29] . The complexity of this mapping pervades the path-dependent character of evolution, how robust designs are and how evolvable they can be. It is in general far from trivial to know the landscape structure that pervades a given complex system. One exception is provided by those system where a discrete sequence space and a well defined phenotype space can be defined and scanned. A success story in this context is the analysis of the genotype-phenotype mapping in both RNA and protein networks (refs) . Here a mapping can be defined between a set of sequences H(S) (nucleotide chains) and the set corresponding forms H(F) resulting from the folding process:
It was shown that, starting from a given sequence S i 2 S it is possible to move through sequence space (figure 3a) through neutral mutations sharing the same phenotype F i (a common fold). Sequence space is enormously vast.
If the alphabet has size A and sequences have length L we have A L possible sequences, an already hyperastronomic number. By introducing single mutations starting from a given sequence, it is possible to see if it has an impact on the shape (function) or instead is neutral. A key finding was that we can travel through this vast combinatorial space by spreading through very large neutral networks of sequences folding in the same shape (i. e. the same phenotype). In the simplified example shown here, three sequences are indicated. Two of them (S 1 and S 2 ) span finite neutral networks, whereas S 3 percolates through sequence space.
The unexpected comes when we compare the previous results with the corresponding mapping associated to a seemingly disparate object: electronic circuits. These are now defined as sets of logic gates connected through a given wiring scheme [30] . The circuit performs a function defining the phenotype: for the given set of inputs (a fixed number) there is a specific output that defines the function performed. In other words, the wiring diagram is now the genotype and the Boolean function implemented the phenotype. The full list of outputs describes the Boolean function i , i. e. the phenotype P ⌘ i . The genotype is defined as the ordered string of all weights w ij Two di↵erent sets, and W describe the universe of possible functions and wirings i. e. the sets of possible phenotypes and genotypes. The set of (genotype-phenotype) mappings between wiring and function is defined as:
where H(W) is the space of all possible FFNs and H( ) the corresponding space of all Boolean functions. For each W i 2 H(W) we have a genotype which maps into a given function described by a given i 2 H( ). 
FIGURE 10
Neutral networks in sequence space. The sequences are considered as nodes of a graph in sequence space which is derived from the set by connecting all nodes corresponding to nearest neighbors; these are pairs of sequences with Hamming distance 1. Neutral networks may be totally connected or they may consist of several components. The shape of the neutral network in sequence space is determined by the value of l, the fraction of neutral neighbors averaged over the whole network: A neutral network consists of many components if l is below a threshold value. Random graph theory predicts that the network consists of a large (giant) component and many smaller ones (red and magenta networks). If l exceeds the threshold value(purple network) the graph is connected and spans a large part of sequence space. more complex, design from scratch becomes too expensive and even human engineers cannot escape the need to retain older versions and build on them. The development of computer operating systems serves as a good example, with the well-known DOS (disk operating system) being an extreme case of add-on design. Today, to control disks is one of its least important tasks. The build-on-latest-version principle has been characterized as "tinkering" by the French biologist François Jacob (1982) . Nature is the most efficient tinkerer. Inevitably, she makes a mistake every now and then. A famous example is our vertebrate eye, in which the nerve exits the wrong side of the retina-a mistake that was not made in the design of insect and cephalopod eyes, which originate from the same (primitive) genetic photosensoric system (Nilsson, 1996) as those of vertebrates. Ingenious tinkering does indeed represent a building principle that is superior to the fully rational approach if one has to design for the unknown. Biological evolution, after all, is an excursion into an unknown future. The tinkerer is flexible and ready to change strategies if need be. Examples from nature could be enumerated endlessly. Here, I mention just one-the phylogenetic history of the human body plan from fish via amphibia to mammals walking on four legs and finally to the two-legged human construction.
One principle of design that is especially well suited for tinkering uses modular construction: An enormous variety of different things can be assembled from a few modulesif one uses only the right set (anyone who doubts this point should play with LEGO). A modular building principle of biopolymers has been suggested by Walter Gilbert (Gilbert, Here each node represents a given sequence whereas links among nodes are possible paths connecting single-mutation events. Three di↵erent neutral networks are represented, associated to three di↵erent RNA folds. These landscapes are also present in technological systems. The analysis of field programmable gate arrays or FPGAs in short (Raman and Wagner 2010) has shown that a similar space can be defined, with given arrangements of gates as nodes and connections indicating possible transitions from one circuit to another (see text). In (b) a rank plot distribution of these circuits is shown, using a small array (inset, modified from Raman and Wagner 2010).
When the landscape associated to circuits performing computations [31, 32] was analyzed, a very similar pattern was found. Here the genotype is identified with the network of elements and their connections, whereas the computation being performed describes the function. By "mutating" the wiring diagram of a given circuit (altering single connections) it can be shown that neutral networks are also widely present, the boundaries of which are occupied by circuits able to implement a great variety of novel functions. A common statistical regularity shared by both RNA and FPGA landscapes is the broad distribution of abundances, shown in figure 3b. Here we display the probability of finding a given circuit, against its rank (see [32] for details). The P (k) rank distribution provides the relative frequency of the k-th most common circuit. The distribution is highly skewed, and follows a law, the Zipf's law, namely:
with ⇡ 1. This is a highly skewed distribution, with a few sequences (or circuits) being highly common whereas most are rare. A major consequence of remarkably common pattern is that key structural properties of the organization of man-made designs can have an unexpected potential for evolvability [32] . What these results do indicate [30] [31] [32] is that design principles in engineering could benefit from understanding evolution on landscapes.
IV. DIVERSIFICATION, EXTINCTION AND TECHNOLOGICAL REGIMES
The rise of innovations often leads to both the decline of pre-existing solutions and the creation of new ones. An example is provided by the evolution of cornets [37, 38] which diversified over a century until valve trumpets replaced them, after a radiation in styles and usages, somewhat similar to biotic replacements. Similarly, the invention of the car marked the decline and fall of carriages, harness shops and buggies, while favoring the expansion of the oil industry. Paved roads, gas stations or motels came later. Although a given innovation occurs in a well defined economic context, novel technologies can deeply transform how the economy is organized and how new economic regimes emerge. Events like the rise of electronics and personal computers represent a turning point from which a new technological regime is born [39] [40] [41] [42] . Such regimes can be described in terms of the grammar or rule-set embedded in the way a given technology must be used. They include many facets such as product standards and design and engineering practices. The resetting of a regime and its replacement by a new one share some similarities with recovery from mass extinction [2] [3] 8 ].
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Properly tracing the rise and fall of technologies is not always possible. As always in science, the availability of data is an important determinant of what we know, and the data for biological vs. technological evolution are very di↵erent. For many technologies we have good anecdotal evidence on performance and prevalence through time. Data on performance can take many forms. For example, for information technologies we have reasonably good historical data for properties such as processing speed, information storage, or transmission, both in terms of cost and physical characteristics [43] [44] [45] . There is no corresponding historical performance data in biology -we can only guess at the strength or running speed of dinosaurs.
In contrast, in biology we have a well-developed phylogeny and rich data on the history of phyla with no technological equivalent. This is not an accident -as discussed later, the phylogeny of technologies is not hierarchical, but rather is more similar to that of bacteria. While many studies have been done for specific families of technologies, there are no comprehensive databases on technological change. As a result, the data we have and the inferences that we can make about biological vs. technological change are very di↵erent. Two major sources of quantitative analysis helps filling this gap.
V. TEMPORAL TRENDS AND LEARNING CURVES
One of the biggest di↵erences between technology and biology is that for technologies we have clear notions of progress. For example, in 1936 Theodore Wright conjectured that the unit cost of a given model of airplane drops as a well-defined power law in the cumulative number produced. This "law" has since been observed, at varying degrees of fidelity, for a large number of other technologies [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] , and the general pattern goes under the name of an experience or learning curve. An alternative hypothesis about the rate of technological improvement is due to Gordon Moore, who proposed that the density of transistors for integrated circuits increases exponentially with a doubling time of about two years [49] . The rule of exponential change also holds quite well for many other aspects of information technology. An approximate exponential relationship between unit cost and other measures as a function of time has recently been shown to hold for many other technologies as well [43, 45] .
Moore's law and Wright's law are closely related: If production increases exponentially and unit cost drops exponentially, then Wright's law holds. Scaling laws are commonly observed between cost C and production z, i. e.
where the scaling exponent ↵ weights the ratio of improvement. Some general trends displayed by learning curves are consistent with expected trends displayed by The DSM on the left was randomly generated to have fixed out-degree for each component. The DSM on the right represents the design of an automobile brake system (31) . All diagonal elements are present because a component always a↵ects its own cost.
populations climbing rugged fitness landscapes [47, [50] [51] [52] [53] . In this context, design structure matrices (DSMs) o↵er a promising link between technological evolution and its underlying fitness landscape [54, 55] . As illustrated in figure 4, DSM are described by an n ⇥ n matrix M = (M ij ) with M ij 6 = 0 if the component i has some cost impact on component j (and is zero otherwise). They capture the internal constraints derived from the interaction of di↵erent components, providing a representation of the genotype-phenotype mapping and how it is a↵ected by epistatic interactions among units and how they a↵ect scaling laws. A simple example illustrates the approach followed in [55] . Imagine an idealized scenario where a given technology has a cost c(t) which can change over time as new innovations occur. For simplicity, we consider a finite range of values, to be normalized with uniform distribution f (c) on [0, 1]. In other words we have
Cost will be reduced if chance events allow a new design to be used at a smaller cost c. It can be shown that the equation describing the change of cost follows:
which can be easily solved, giving a power law decay:
where c(0) indicates initial cost and the last term is the approximation for long times. As we can see, this simple model provides a correct prediction for the time decay of cost in technological evolution. More detailed models can be built by considering the internal structure of the technological artifact and how di↵erent parts a↵ect others performance [55] . By using DSMs, an e↵ective mapping between the network of hardware interactions and the function being performed is defined. Because of this, the DSM captures pleiotropic e↵ects and how they influence the rates of improvement and the existence of internal limitations. It has been shown [55] that the matrix connectivity pattern (the density of links or the presence of modularity) largely determines the speed of improvement, which can be continuous or punctuated.
VI. INNOVATION NETWORKS
The assumption that combinatorics is at the heart of innovation provides a possible rationale for the accelerating growth of innovations. If pairs of components can be combined with some probability, the number of new designs will increase with the number of already present designs. This picture has led to the suggestion [56] that technological improvement leads inevitably to singularities, with the number of inventions exploding on a finite time scale.
The idea that innovations happen mainly by combination [2] predicts (assuming unlimited resources) that the number of inventions will grow in time following a hyperbolic curve [33, 34] . Specifically, if x indicates the number of inventions and we assume that combining previous designs creates new inventions, the time evolution of x would follow, in its simplest form, the equation dx dt = µ(t)x 2 (19) which says that a reaction between two given inventions is needed to create new ones. Here µ(t) is the rate at which two inventions are used (by an inventor or group of inventors) to generate new ones. In general, this would be a time-dependent parameter, since it might depend on the number of inventors, economic factors or aging phenomena. The model can be easily solved, leading to
where x(0) would be the initial number of inventions. For the simplest scenario where µ can be considered constant, a singularity exists at a finite time
when x becomes infinite.
One consequence of such pattern is that a system where combination is easy to happen will rapidly explore the adjacent possible [4, 35] defining the next layer of potential designs obtainable through combination of existing ones. l physics approach provides a good picture of how these bs emerge. The paper is organized as follows: in section II the ta set analysed is presented. In section III the topogical trends exhibited by the patent citation network e discussed under the light of a model of graph growth ith aging (section IV). In section V our basic results are mmarized and its implications outlined. (5) . A closer picture is obtained by looking at the actual pattern of crosscitations among patents. This defines a network (b) where nodes are filed patents and the (directed) links are citations among them. The network shown here corresponds to early inventions in tomography (see [59] ) and colors indicate topological modules, i. e. subsets of patents that share a larger number of citations among themselves compared with the rest of the dataset. Topological modules are usually related to functional subsets with specialized traits.
Due to the immense potential for combination, the diversity of potential novel inventions could make the outcome essentially unpredictable [35] . However, even when very large search spaces need to be explored, solutions are nevertheless found. This is illustrated by drug search in chemical space [36] of which only an extremely small fraction is screened. This suggests that the combinatorial potential might be strongly reduced due to the underlying syntax constraining what objects can be linked together.
model designs. The iconic Victorian cornet was designed and sold initially by the Courtois firm in Paris-but was immediately wildly copied ("theft of idea") by many other makers, many as cheap "knockoffs" from 1855 throughout the remainder of the not on the actual musical playing qualities of the instruments-but rather their outward appearance. & The "Lazarus Effect"-extinction is not necessarily forever in artifact evolution (Fig. 8 ). Once the last member of a species dies-like Martha, thought to be Despite the appeal of the previous picture, dedicated e↵orts using di↵erent measurements and databases suggest a more complex scenario [43] . Let us take for example the number of patents (figure 1a) over time. The inset shows a transition from the industrial revolution to the so called second industrial revolution and characterized by the rise of mass production and the rapid growth of chemical, electrical and automotive industries and the availability of energy resources. Similarly, the global record of citations has a broad accelerated trend of growth, particularly obvious in the last decades, strongly influenced by the rise of software (colored area) which started in the 1960s and rapidly accelerated during the 1980s. As a written description of innovations, patents provide a surrogate of technological dynamics [57] [58] [59] . The rapid growth in patent diversity have been compared to Phanerozoic diversity time series [3] but once again the similarity is only partially significant. During periods of crisis or war their numbers fall. This is shown in fig-ure 5a, where we indicate the starting point of only five of them using black dots. Here we pointed: (1) American Civil War, (2) USA enter World War I, (3) great depression and (4) USA enters World War II. However, a di↵erent type of external trigger can also provoke a decay in patenting, as shown by (5) which indicates the point where a much more strict intellectual property legislation and higher costs for patenting rights. Such top-down control has obviously no biological counterpart.
Patent inventories give us a kinetic view of innovation, but much more can be uncovered by looking at how patents are related to each other. Since a given patent must cite others from which the novel technology gets inspiration, a network linking a given patent with past ones can be defined. The number of outward links starting from a patent relates it to previous inventions. Similarly, the number of incoming links provides a rough estimate of its importance. Using available data sets, a network of patent citations can be constructed [59] (figure 5b).
Each node represents a patent and arrows indicate that a citation is made to a previous invention. The central node in this case is the oldest invention. Colors indicate modules: groups of patents that have more connections among them than with others within the network. These modules correlate with groups of related inventions, suggesting that there is considerable structure in the way new technologies emerge.
Patent networks are highly heterogeneous, with some hubs involving many citations, whereas most nodes have only one or two [59] . This pattern can be accounted for using a rich-gets-richer mechanism favoring highly connected nodes (the popular patents) [59] [60] [61] [62] . By following the time evolution of citations, it is actually possible to detect two major components a↵ecting the relative importance of an invention. The first is the rapid growth of citations often associated with the combinatorial potential of the invention. The second is an aging process: as patents get older, they tend to be less cited. This reflects the changing landscape of technology and the inevitable replacement of old by new designs.
Can phylogenetic analyses help untangling the origins of technological change? Unfortunately, the di↵erences are again important. As noted in [38] the post-industrial pace of innovation is highly labyrinthine in terms of how information is exchanged between inventions and their makers. It is now accepted that an appropriate approach to cultural evolution requires a network perspective: trees are clearly not enough. The dichotomous picture of branching is being replaced by reticulate phylogenies (see below). In figure 6 the problem is illustrated with the reconstructed historical evolution of cornets [37] where the vertical branches correspond to periods of manufacture of particular models. Instruments equiped with so called Stölzel and Périnet valve systems respectively. Nonvertical links (indicated by curved red lines) are reticulations, i. e. instances of information transfer among makers. The open circles at the bottom mark key innovations in cornet design, including: (1) valve number, (2) shifting of the second valve slide and valve alignment, (3) changing of bell exit position and bell placement, and (4) alteration of bell shape (trumpetization). The reticulated nature of the diagram is largely due to the rapid and large information exchange between makers, who introduced di↵erent types of innovations and changes in the number and location of valves and other features. The data set provides clear illustrations of gradual evolution, stasis followed by punctuation, extinction and selection, but also examples of a special feature of cultural evolution: the Lazarus e↵ect. In contrast to living species, artifacts (such as the so called sheperd's crook design) can "resurrect" based on available information about them.
VII. EVOLVING INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Software systems have a relatively recent role within technological evolution and are currently the most widespread and influential systems in our society and economy. They were introduced in the 1950s (fig 7, colored areas) as soon as computer hardware and a theory on computing architectures emerged [63] . Hardware was clearly a precondition for software to emerge, as it might have been in early life [64] but, once in place, a rapid coevolution unfolded. In spite of its relevance, software has been largely ignored in the literature on technological evolution. In may ways, software allows us to get closer to the picture of biological evolution where a genomic description is present, since software deals mainly with performing functions and is coded [9, 65] .
One of the greatest advantages of software is that, on all scales, its fossil record is extremely well preserved, involving multiple levels of detail, from written code to the social networks of engineers that designed it. At a coarse grained scale, a phylogeny of programming languages can be defined. Some of them are displayed in Figure 7a . After the invention of the first programming language, new versions came up in order to facilitate the interactions between man and machine. In this context, software could run on di↵erent hardware thus making it much more adaptive [65] . FORTRAN in particular became a standard for engineering and physics and still survives, mainly because its simplicity and its first-move character: libraries developed to solve general calculations are constantly reused. Many other languages failed and got extinct [66] . The diagram reveals both radiations and merging. We can appreciate this in the branching from Algol-60, which solved some syntax problems associated to FORTRAN and was as much hardware-independent and portable as possible.
Later on, other major transitions took place, including the emergence of so-called Object-Oriented Programming where instructions and data are both included within well-defined structures called objects [65, 66] . This implies a modularization of the program organization that enhances their evolvability. As it happens with cornets, engineers were able to merge di↵erent parts of previous systems and incorporate them into new languages. But here the scale of such events is much larger and conceptually more complex. The carefully planned merging of di↵erent structures used in di↵erent languages and their correct integration have no match in any other evolutionary trend. In this respect, the evolution of programming languages deeply di↵erentiates from any biological counterpart, including the evolution of language.
Beyond the language programming scale, a hierarchy of levels of software evolution is defined by the longterm development of complex networks of interacting pieces of code and data. Although software engineering is obviously an intentional, purpose-driven activity, it is strongly a↵ected and shaped by reuse.The evolution of large programs has been shown to occur in parallel to an The software hierarchy. At the largest scale involving the actual origins of programming languages (a) we can appreciate a pattern of diversification and multiple fusion that reveals not a tree but a network of innovations. Here we highlight the di↵erent branches associated to special classes of languages (yellow and violet represent procedural languages, blue depicts object-oriented, green indicates an important class of languages used in artificial intelligence, and red represents system programming languages). Multiple branches can fuse on a single, novel programming language (such as Javascript) through a planned process of large-scale integration of di↵erent components. Within each language, large-scale projects can be described in terms of a network (b, Aztec software) connecting di↵erent subsets of functionally well-defined blocks (b). Here each node in the graph for one of these large scale programs represents one such functional block, which depend (are linked to) on others. A directed arrow thus indicates that a given block needs to "call" another block. Such network is scale free and modular, being dominated by a handful of hubs and having most elements just one or two links with others. Such a structure seems to be a consequence of the widespread copy-paste process of growth. The rules of reuse also explain the biased statistical presence of some special, small subgraphs known as network motifs. In (c) we show some of the most common network motifs found in the graph displayed in (b). The frequency of these motifs has been shown to be a byproduct of a duplication-rewiring process [67, 68] thus not (necessarily) related to special advantages of given structures at the small scale. ever-increasing frequency of copy-paste [67] [68] [69] [70] . An unintended consequence of this tinkering is that, as it occurs with patent networks, it spontaneously generates complex modular graphs (figure 7b). Their patterns of organization seem to be explained through extensive cloning [58, 59] thus questioning Jacob's separation between technology and biological evolution in terms of the presence or absence of reuse. Even at the smallest scale the statistical pattern of network motifs, defined as small subgraphs whose frequency strongly departs from random expectations can be accounted for by reuse ( figure 2c) . As it occurs with other systems [13, [71] [72] [73] [74] a non-adaptive interpretation of their biased frequency is obtained.
VIII. DISCUSSION
It seems undeniable that technological change displays numerous life-like features, suggesting a deep connection with biological evolution. This is specially well illustrated by common convergent patterns, particularly when optimization due to cost/energy constraints is at stake. But some "disanalogies" [75] are also noticeable. The coexistence of both similarities and dissimilarities occurs because technological and biological change share universal traits and causal mechanisms that pervade their long-term trends, no matter how di↵erent they appear at a lower scale. What is at the root of these potential universals? Statistical physics has been successful in showing that disparate systems often behave in the same way (once they are properly scaled) and that this uni-FIG. 8 A pure engineering design can be obtained by following a Darwinian selection process. Using computer simulations, NASA Ames researchers evolved a population of antennas with a fitness function defined in terms of a signalprocessing problem. The best fit candidates were rather organic in their shape, as the one shown here. Image from NASA Ames Center versal behavior can be explained by considering only a very reduced number of properties [76] [77] [78] . It has been found for example that a magnet, a flock of birds or even the stock market behave similarly in terms of displaying tipping points, transient dynamics or response to external stresses. This universal behavior is present in the structure of neutral landscapes, the existence of frozen accidents or the punctuated equilibria.
Any theory of technological change will require new metaphors and tools, particularly when dealing with information systems. Reticulate networks, instead of trees [79] [80] [81] provide the adequate test to the role played by pure combination. Networks allow defining modules and their relations and the success within language evolution [82, 83] indicates that they are more appropriate when dealing with cultural dynamics. Additionally, technological design can be obtained through in silico Darwinian selection [84] [85] [86] [87] thus defining a new level of complexity. As the distance between technology and biology shrinks, some unexpected results emerge as hardware is itself evolved.
One important message is that the results of Darwinian selection often escape from our intuition and expertise, suggesting that part of the design landscape is not accessible to our minds. This is illustrated by hardware design involving Darwinian selection. Genetic algorithms in particular [73] [74] [75] allow a population-level exploration of vast parameter spaces. In this approach, each member of the population is more or less fit in solving the given problem, and its survival and number of o↵spring directly depends on its functional success. Surviving solutions are copied with mutations: small changes are introduced with some given probability.
Evolved circuits, engines, game strategies or market forecasts can be obtained by using evolutionary programming. Often these algorithms provide improved modifications that make the previous designs more e cient. However, some challenge our intuition. An example is shown in figure 8 , where an evolved antenna is displayed. It was obtained under evolutionary dynamics to solve a di cult task on a NASA mission satellite to study the Earth magnetosphere. Using a population of candidate structures and evolving them over many generations, each antenna was tested against a number of technical requirements that were simulated on a supercomputer. The evolved structure is far from what an engineer would ever had imagined. This example o↵ers a very interesting situation where the peaks in the technological landscape that solve the problem cannot be captured by the mental structure of the human designer. Another di↵erential trait of technology is the role played by social and economic factors [88] on innovation. Networks of inventors act as ecosystem engineers [89] able to transform their own innovation landscape (see [90] ) thus changing the ways other technologies will interact. Moreover, as early noticed by Robert Solow, economic growth requires the presence of innovation [91] and thus coevolution among economy and technology must be included. Similarly, we need to identify the scales at which technological hierarchies operate. In biology, such hierarchy can be described [92] including di↵erent levels, from population dynamics to genotype-phenotypic maps.
In technology, population changes can be estimated using culturomics [93] , i. e. exploiting the abundance of given strings of words (the so called n-grams) extracted from millions of digitalized books. The relative frequency of these n-grams within the culturome provides a measure of their importance over time. A kinetic theory of n-grams could take advantage of useful ecological metaphors used within other domains of cultural evolution, such as language change [94] . Defining appropriate mappings between genotype and phenotype is a much more di cult task [95] . Once again, information technology, with all its richness and multiplicity of scales, o↵ers our best bet to achieve this goal. There is a whole fossil record there to be unearthed.
